Yokohama Toastmasters Club
- Announcement Guidance to a stakeholder meeting of our company "YTMC Foods"
Thank you very much for our consumers, stockholders, for our products usually.
Since a possibility of causing food poisoning in the partial products of our products "the best corned beef" lately occurred, we are allowed to
carry out voluntary recall of the object product of a visitor's hand.
We really apologize for our making great worries and trouble to you, customers, respectfully.
The indicated recovery of this product at this end, please check it.
Now, we found one big problem at the manufacturing process during our investigation caused by the product.
Here, a whole company meeting is held for reform of the consciousness of the product control of our company.
This meeting is for improving the consciousness of manufacture of all the products, and the employee in the case of offer with reconfirmation
of the management principle of our company.
It is never a thing for secrecy or concealment.
Therefore, you, stockholders, also participate by all means and we think that we would like to have a frank opinion.
We are so sorry to trouble you, but as long as it is convenient, I ask you to give me time.
In addition, our products "the best corned beef" sold now in August, 2013 and afterwards (Manufactured July 1, 2013 or subsequent ones) we
are collecting all products.
If there is a question, please ask public relations section of our company.
Reference;
Public relations section 060-9999-9999 of our company

It turned out that about 200 school staffs had
appealed the student against the condition of food
poisoning on December 3rd at the elementary school
of ○○ city. Among about 200 persons who
appealed against nausea, diarrhea, etc., 60 persons
were conveyed by the hospital and received the
allowance. The food taken out to the supply of food
on the same day is suspected, and the school side
has announced it as under investigation now. The
personnel of the health center visited the school and
it brought the sample for the inspection of the meal
offered with the check of the situation of cooking.
School stops cooking of supply of food and changes
it to lunch temporarily till the December 10th which
a cause will decide.

Report about product "best corned beef" recovery of our company.
Food poisoning broke out at the elementary school of ○○ city on December 3.
Into the food offered as supply of food, our products "best corned beef" are used
by the school, and Clostridium welchii leading to food poisoning is discovered.
Clostridium welchii becomes a stomachache and a cause of diarrhea.
Since relevance with our products is suspected, We collect and inspect from this
all (date-manufactured July 1, 2013 or subsequent ones) the product sold in
August, 2013 and afterwards.
We apologize for making great worries and trouble to you, consumers, deeply.
Therefore, if there is an applicable product although it is trouble truly, please send
in C.O.D up to the following receiver's address.
We investigate the cause soon, report as soon as possible, and we strive for
recurrence prevention, then we ask all of you to give us understanding and
cooperation.
Reference;
Public relations section 060-9999-9999 of our company
Target product;
The following goods are objects.
The date of manufacture on the back side of a can.
Please confirm.
Brand name; "highest corned beef"
date of manufacture; July 1, 2013 or subsequent ones

